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AllAn O’lOughlin  
SculptOr And  
AlchemiSt
Anne Hudson meets Allan O’Loughlin and gives 
an insight into the artist and his work. 

Allan O’loughlin comes across as 
a laid-back individual, unassuming 
but genuine. He is a fitter welder 
by trade, a person who fits 
and makes metal components 
to create structural forms 
such as machinery frames, or 
conveyors. However, O’Loughlin 
demonstrates through his work 
that he is primarily an artist who 
uses the skills learnt in this trade 
to pursue his creative endeavours.

O’Loughlin lives with his 
partner on a two-acre garden 
in mandeville, just north of 
christchurch. Visitors to his 
garden feel they have walked into 
the set of Alice in Wonderland, and 
O’loughlin has made everything 
on display. this modest artist does 
not push sales, preferring to let 
the works speak for themselves.  
his aim is to master and capture 
life in his sculpture.

Our lawns and gardens are 
no longer furnished with just the 
odd wooden bench, or table and 
chairs.  Sculpture in the home 
garden has become increasingly 
popular. As New Zealanders, we 
have always enjoyed displaying 
original art on our walls and now 
in our gardens, increasing the 
demand for well-made beautifully 
crafted work that can withstand 
the rigours of the outside 
environment. 

O’Loughlin works in metal. 
his sculpture is not made of 

composite pieces welded together 
but rather melts metal together 
to form a figure or shape with 
the finished work a cohesive 
whole. The malleability of metal 
when it is hot allows O’Loughlin 
to manipulate the form, adding 
and working the material until 
the required shape is achieved. 
the process demands protective 
clothing, but this danger does 
not deter the artist from forming 
exquisite pieces whereby the 

metal has been heated to a liquid, 
moulded into shape and cooled 
into a solid.  

Although he describes himself 
as a fitter welder, an alchemist 
may be a better description. like 
the glass-maker and potter he is 
transforming material from one 
state into another. the ability to 
work with material in this way 
requires a tacit understanding of 
the material and its qualities – a 

knowledge that is difficult to 
describe to someone else but 
is gained through practice and 
familiarity. 

Much of his work is figurative 
and shows an interest in the 
female form. Many of his figures 
have the stretched limbs and 
elongated bodies reminiscent of 
Albert Giacometti’s work. The 
difference is O’loughlin gives his 
bodies more flesh and despite the 
cold feel of hard metal they exude 

a voluptuous warmth. His work 
portrays an optimistic view of life 
expressing the joy of being alive. 
the relationship of a mother and 
child, a woman strolling with an 
umbrella, a young man balancing 
on a penny-farthing cycle, or 
dancers juxtaposed with one 
another. his forms utilise space 
either balanced on plinths or 
dancing in the space around them.  
He is a versatile artist with a body 
of work that commands a wide 
audience.

O’Loughlin’s work can be 
viewed at his home and  
was exhibited recently at Art in  
a Garden, Flaxmere, Hawarden, 
where his untitled work of a  
lady with an umbrella was  
much admired.

O’Loughlin gives his bodies more flesh  

and despite the cold feel of hard metal they  

exude a voluptuous warmth.   

His work portrays an optimistic view  

of life expressing the joy of being alive.
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